
Herald a lineage
V-MODA CUSTOM 3D PRINTED 

HEADPHONES
So, you've gone and gotten yourself a beauty of a headphone 
from V-Moda. What next says you? Create a lineage says we! 
You can now design 3D printed shields  which sit perfectly on 
your V-Moda headphones, like a coat of arms that separates 

you from the peasants and gentry. Choose  from standard 
designs or make your own and get it 3D printed on a host of 
materials like fiber, stainless steel, raw, plated and precious 
metals such as solid gold and platinum. Go on, distinguish 

thyself and thy progeny. Make your own lineage.
from ₨3490 / headphonezone.in

H SO T FT U F

Ay Caramba!
DAILYOBJECTS DESIGNER CASES

Seriously, one could write that as many times as one 
wishes on a blackboard and still feel like it needs to be 

reiterated – there's just no stopping these guys. Along 
with an inexhaustible range with a smorgasboard of 

options you can also customise your own cover. What's 
admirable is that they make sure no smartphone model 
loses out on the deal. Head out to their website to check 

out the latest array of  covers for the Samsung Galaxy 
A8, OnePlus 2 & Xiaomi Mi Note. And if that doesn't 

impress you, you can eat our shorts!
from ₨799 / dailyobjects.com

Unity in device-ity?
LOGITECH K380 

BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD
Remember how you justified your new tablet by saying you’d 
use it for writing your magnum opus of a novel sat on a beach? 

Yeah, right. And you’ve probably blamed your procrastination on 
how annoying it is to tap out anything more than sentence when 
you only have a touchscreen. Anyway, Mr Hemingway, check out 
Logitech’s K380 Bluetooth keyboard which connects with up to 3 
devices, including Android tablets. And with auto-detect mapping 

and a 2-year battery life, it should be more than  
enough to get you on the bestseller lists.

₨2795 / logitech.com
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